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The nonclassical method of reduction was devised originally by Bluman and Cole
in 1969, to find new exact solutions of the heat equation. Much success has been
had by many authors using the method to find new exact solutions of nonlinear
equations of mathematical and physical significance. However, the defining equa-
tions for the nonclassical reductions of the heat equation itself have remained
unsolved, although particular solutions have been given. Recently, Arrigo, Goard,
and Broadbridge showed that there are no nonclassical reduction solutions of
constant coefficient linear equations that are not already classical Lie symmetry
reduction solutions. Their arguments leave open the problem of what is the general
nonclassical group action, and its effect on the relevant solution of the heat
equation. In this article, both these problems are solved. In the final section we use
the methods developed to solve the remaining outstanding case of nonclassical
reductions of Burgers' equation. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The so-called ``nonclassical method'' of reduction of a partial differen-
tial equation was introduced by Bluman and Cole in their seminal paper
w x2 describing symmetries of the linear heat equation,
u s u . 1.1Ž .t x x
Their fundamental observation was as follows. If a group action on
Ž .x, t, u space given by its infinitesimals
x s x q «j x , t , u q O « 2 , 1.2aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ä
Ä 2t s t q «t x , t , u q O « , 1.2bŽ . Ž . Ž .
u s u q «f x , t , u q O « 2 , 1.2cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ä
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is a symmetry of
D x , t , u , u , u , . . . s 0 1.3Ž . Ž .x t
Ž . Ž .then it is well known that a solution of 1.3 which is invariant under 1.2
will also satisfy the so-called invariant surface condition,
j u q t u s f . 1.4Ž .x t
A careful analysis of the calculations involved led Bluman and Cole to the
realization that additional reduction solutions could be obtained if one
Ž . Ž .considered Lie symmetries of the system given by taking 1.3 and 1.4
Ž .together. Note that the function j in 1.2a and its namesake in the
Ž .equation 1.4 are taken at the outset to be identical, and similarly for t
and f.
The method of nonclassical reduction has been used to find new exact
solutions of nonlinear partial differential equations of physical and mathe-
matical interest. A survey of results and related methods, together with an
w xextensive bibliography, is given by Clarkson 7 . The success of the nonclas-
sical method has led to other generalizations of the use of symmetries in
generating new exact solutions. These typically involve differential con-
straints, and are also known as conditional symmetries. Olver and Vorob'ev
w x20 give an overview of a range of extensions of classical Lie symmetries,
and discuss examples of the practical use of such methods from the
literature. An evaluation of the impact of the nonclassical method is given
w xby Bluman in 5 , who also discusses extensions of the method.
Ž .While the method yields symmetries of the system 1.3, 1.4 , these are
Ž .not in general Lie symmetries of the equation 1.3 . Hence, it is not strictly
Ž .correct to speak of nonclassical symmetries of 1.3 , although many authors
Ž .do so. However, one can speak of a nonclassical group action on 1.3 .
Each such action will have its own invariant surface condition, and only
Ž . Ž . Ž .solutions of both 1.4 and 1.3 are mapped to solutions of 1.3 .
Ž .If t k 0, then by dividing 1.4 by t , one can assume without loss of
Ž .generality that t ’ 1, so that 1.4 takes the form
j u q u s f . 1.5Ž .x t
The effect on the group action is simply a rescaling of the group parame-
ter. Typically one takes first t ’ 1 and then t ’ 0, as this eases the
complexity of the calculations. Here we are interested only in the t s 1
case.
Ž .Applying the method to 1.1 with t s 1 yields
j s j x , t 1.6aŽ . Ž .
f s A x , t u q B x , t , 1.6bŽ . Ž . Ž .
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Ž w x.where cf 2
A q2 Aj y A s 0, 1.7aŽ .t x x x
B q2 Bj yB s 0, 1.7bŽ .t x x x
j q2jj yj q2 A s 0. 1.7cŽ .t x x x x
Ž .Despite the interests of various researchers since 1969, the system 1.7
has remained unsolved in general, although particular solutions have been
Ž w x.obtained cf. 5, 11, 19, 22, 23 . These solutions were used to write down
Ž .exact solutions of the heat Eq. 1.1 using the standard procedure of first
Ž .solving 1.5 by the method of characteristics, substituting the result into
Ž .1.1 and finally solving the ordinary differential equation so obtained. The
Ž .large size of the solution space for the system 1.7 when compared to that
w x Ž .of the heat equation itself has been remarked upon 8 . Further, 1.7 has
proven to be not amenable to those techniques from differential algebra
that have been successful in analyzing nonclassical reductions for other
w x w xequations 15 . As predicted in 15 , the method of solution makes funda-
mental use of the context in which the system arises.
w xIn 1 , Arrigo, Goard, and Broadbridge show that all the new reduction
solutions of the heat equation found by the nonclassical method are in fact
classical reduction solutions, although they conclude that ``the nonclassical
symmetries are potentially useful.'' Their arguments leave open the ques-
Ž .tion as to what is the solution space of 1.7 , and the nonclassical group
action on the relevant solution of the heat equation. Broadbridge and
w xArrigo 6 prove further that any solution of a linear partial differential
equation with constant coefficients is necessarily a classical reduction
solution.
Ž .In Section 2, the general solution to the system 1.7 is given in terms of
Ž .three arbitrary solutions of the heat Eq. 1.1 itself. In Section 3, the
nonclassical group action is calculated, and the relevant reduction solution
obtained.
While Burgers' equation can be solved in terms of the heat equation via
the Hopf-Cole transformation, it is not the case that the nonclassical group
analysis of Burgers' equation can be obtained directly from that of the
heat equation. It is known that there are three families of nonclassical
Ž .Ž .infinitesimals in the t s 1 case, given by j 2j q 1 j q 1 s 0. Theu u u
cases j s 0 and j q 1 s 0 have already been solved, but the infinitesi-u u
mals in the case 2j q 1 s 0 were not known in general. A summary ofu
w x Ž .the known results appears in 20 p 295ff . In Section 4, we solve this third
case.
w Ž .xIt is interesting that Fokas and Liu 13, Conclusion note 5 , considering
a particular family of generalised conditional symmetries of Burgers' equa-
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Ž . Ž .tion, arrive at precisely the Eqs. 1.7a and 1.7c above. Thus, the solution
derived here gives that particular family of generalized symmetries for
Burgers' equation. Indeed, the constraint considered by Fokas and Liu,
2 Ž . Ž .s s u q u q a x, t u q b x, t , seems to be the most direct connectionx
between the conditional symmetries of the Burgers' and the heat equa-
tions. Whether the methods given here are useful for obtaining other
families of generalized conditional symmetries remains to be investigated.
Ž .2. SOLUTION OF THE SYSTEM 1.7
Ž .We first obtain a solution to the system 1.7 in terms of three arbitrary
Ž .solutions of the linear heat Eq. 1.1 by using the invariant surface
condition three times ``in reverse.'' We then prove that the solution
obtained is the general solution.
w x Ž . Ž .Arrigo et al. 1 observe that if A, j satisfy 1.7a and 1.7c and if u is0
any solution of the heat equation, then
B s j u q u y Au 2.1Ž .0, x 0, t 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfies 1.7b . Note that this is 1.5 and 1.6b used in reverse. Actually, if
Ž .one calculates the classical Lie symmetries of system 1.7 , one obtains the
Ž .ansatz 2.1 as a consequence of the infinite dimensional part of the group
w x Ž . Ž .12 . One also obtains that u satisfies 1.1 , suggesting that 2.1 is the0
general solution. At the end of this section we provide a direct proof that
Ž . Ž .2.1 is indeed the general solution of 1.7b .
Next note that A satisfies exactly the same equation as B, so that if n is
another solution of the heat equation, we may take
jn q nx t
A s
1 q n
or, since n s 1 q n is also a solution of the heat equation, we have afterÄ
dropping the tildes that
n nx t
A s j q . 2.2Ž .
n n
Ž .Note that 2.2 is the invariant surface condition with B s 0.
Ž .Next, 1.7c can be linearized using a Hopf-Cole transformation. Setting
Zx
j s y , 2.3Ž .
Z
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Ž .Eq. 1.7c can be written as
Z y Zx x t q 2 A s 0ž /Z x
and hence,
Z y Zt x x
A s q f t , 2.4Ž . Ž .
2Z
where f is an arbitrary function. By defining
Q s exp 2 f dt Z,Hž /
Ž . Ž .Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4 can be written as
Q y Qt x x
A s 2.5aŽ .
2Q
Qx
j s y . 2.5bŽ .
Q
Ž . Ž .Combining Eqs. 2.2 and 2.5 yields the equation for Q, namely,
n nx t
Q y Q y 2Q q 2Q s 0. 2.6Ž .x x t x n n
Finally, set
Q s v n y n v 2.7Ž .x x
Ž .into 2.6 to obtain
v y v n y v y v n s 0.Ž . Ž .t x x t x x xx
Ž .Hence, v s x q g t n where g is arbitrary and x satisfies the heat
equation. Since v n y n v s x n y n x , we have the result that, withoutx x x x
Ž .loss of generality, we can assume that g t s 0 and that v satisfies the
heat equation.
Collecting these results together and using the fact that v, n satisfy
n s n , v s v , we obtain the nonclassical infinitesimals to bex x t x x t
v n y vnt t
j s y 2.8aŽ .
v n y vnx x
t s 1 2.8bŽ .
n v y n vt x x t
f s u y u q j u q u . 2.8cŽ . Ž .0 0, x 0, tv n y vnx x
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Ž . Ž .Thus we have a solution to 1.6 and 1.7 in terms of three solutions of the
heat equation, u , n and v.0
Ž .The ansatz 2.7 is obtained by taking yet a third solution of the
Ž .invariant surface condition, obtaining the Eq. 2.6 for Q but with the
function v instead of n , eliminating Q y Q , and integrating the result-t x x
ing ordinary differential equation for Q.
The above solution assumes that the functions n and v are indepen-
dent. The singular solution will be discussed in Section 3.2.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM. The solution 2.8 is the general solution of the system 1.7 .
Ž . Ž .Proof. We need only show that in the ansatze 2.1 and 2.2 for B andÈ
A respectively, we can assume that u and n can be taken to be solutions0
of the heat equation, without loss of generality. Throughout this proof, we
will use the function V which is defined by the equation
V t
j s y , 2.9Ž .
Vx
Such a function certainly exists, as it solves the linear first order equation
j V q V s 0. We note that V is defined only up to an arbitrary differen-x t
tiable function of itself since
f V VŽ . t ty s y .
f V VŽ . x x
This gauge freedom will be important in what follows.
Ž . Ž . Ž .We first discuss the ansatz 2.1 for B. Substituting 2.1 into 1.7b we
obtain
j w q w s A y 2j w 2.10Ž . Ž .x t x
where w is defined by
w s u y u . 2.11Ž .0, t 0, x x
Defining a by
w s a V 2 2.12Ž .x
Ž .and substituting this into 2.10 yields
ja q a s Aa 2.13Ž .x t
which is the invariant surface condition with B s 0. If a s 0 we're done,
Ž . Ž . Ž .so assume a / 0. By 2.9 , if a satisfies 2.13 then so does a g V where
Ž .g is an arbitrary differentiable function. Solving 2.13 for A and setting
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Ž .the result into 1.7a , we obtain
jz q z s A y 2j zŽ .x t x
where
z s a y a . 2.14Ž .t x x
Again, we set
z s g V 2 2.15Ž .x
to obtain
jg q g s Ag 2.16Ž .x t
Ž .which is 2.13 but with a replaced by g . It follows from standard
considerations that
a s f V g 2.17Ž . Ž .
Ž .where f is an arbitrary differentiable function. Combining Eqs. 2.14 ,
Ž . Ž .2.15 , 2.17 and using our gauge freedom in V , we have
a y a s a V 2 . 2.18Ž .t x x x
Ž . Ž .Combining Eqs. 2.11 and 2.12 yields
u y u s a V 2 .0, t 0, x x x
Ž .But from 2.18 we have that
u s a q h0
Ž . Ž .where h satisfies the heat Eq. 1.1 . Since a satisfies 2.13 , we have that
B s j u q u y Au s jh q h y Ah .0, x 0, t 0 x t
Hence, u satisfies the heat equation without loss of generality.0
Next we show that, without loss of generality, we may take n to satisfy
Ž . Ž .the heat equation in the ansatz 2.2 for A. As above, we set 2.2 into
Ž .1.7a to obtain
jz q z s A y 2j z 2.19Ž . Ž .x t x
where
z s n y n , 2.20Ž .t x x
and then set
z s g V 2 2.21Ž .x
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Ž .into 2.19 to obtain
jg q g s Ag . 2.22Ž .x t
Ž . Ž .Comparing 2.2 with 2.22 , we have two equations for A, and hence, we
can solve for j . Indeed,
g n y gnt t
j s y 2.23Ž .
g n y gnx x
showing that up to our gauge freedom for V , we have that
g
f V s . 2.24Ž . Ž .
n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Combining Eqs. 2.20 , 2.21 , and 2.24 we have that
n y n s n F V V 2 . 2.25Ž . Ž .t x x x
Ž .But we can redo the argument beginning with Eq. 2.22 as our ansatz for
A, and we then obtain
g y g s g G V V 2 . 2.26Ž . Ž .t x x x
It follows from a straightforward calculation that we may choose a function
H, given in terms of F and G such that
n s n H VŽ .Ä
satisfies the linear heat equation. Indeed, calculating n y n s 0 andÄ Ät x x
Ž . Ž .simplifying using 2.25 and 2.26 yields a second order linear ordinary
differential equation for H with coefficients in terms of F and G. Since
n n n nÄ Äx t x t
A s j q s j q
n n n nÄ Ä
Ž . Ž .by virtue of 2.9 , we have in the ansatz 2.2 for A that n satisfies the heat
equation, without loss of generality.
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3. THE NONCLASSICAL GROUP ACTION
Ž .Given a group defined by its infinitesimals as in 1.2 , the so-called
global form of the group is obtained by integrating
d x*
s j x*, t*, u*Ž .
d«
d t*
s t x*, t*, u*Ž .
d«
du*
s f x*, t*, u*Ž .
d«
subject to the initial conditions,
x* s x , t* s t , u* s u.
By rescaling « , one can multiply j , t , and f by an arbitrary function of
Ž .x*, t*, u* . Hence, we perform the integration with j , t , and f given by
Ž .2.8 , dropping, for now, the stars, and multiplying each by v n y vn .x x
Next we note it is sufficient to consider u s 0, since the equation for0
du*rd« can be written in the form
d u* y uŽ .0 s A u* y u .Ž .0d«
Indeed the function B corresponds to the infinite part of the classical Lie
Ž .group for 1.1 .
Thus, we need to integrate
d x
s n v y nv 3.1aŽ .t td«
d t
s v n y vn 3.1bŽ .x xd«
du
s n v y n v u. 3.1cŽ . Ž .t x x td«
ŽAssuming the functions n and v are independent the singular case is
.considered in Section 3.2 , the calculation becomes trivial if we change to
coordinates
X s v x , t , T s n x , t .Ž . Ž .
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Ž .Then the system 3.1 becomes
d X
s n v y n v X 3.2aŽ . Ž .t x x td«
dT
s n v y n v T 3.2bŽ . Ž .t x x td«
du
s n v y n v u 3.2cŽ . Ž .t x x td«
so that rescaling « to l where
dl
s n v y n v ,t x x td«
the global group action is a simple dilation,
X* s Xel, T* s Tel, u* s uel. 3.3Ž .
Ž .3.1. The Nonclassical Reductions of 1.1
Group invariant reductions are standardly obtained by solving the in-
variant surface condition and setting the result into the original equation.
Ž .The invariant surface condition 1.4 is solved by the method of character-
istics, namely by finding invariants of the so-called characteristic system of
ordinary differential equations,
Çx t uÇ Ç
s s .
j t f
Ž .It can be seen that this system is exactly 3.1 . Following the calculation




Ž .and therefore the solution to 1.4 is
v
u s n x , t W z , z s ,Ž . Ž .
n
where W is an arbitrary function of its argument. Inserting this into the
Ž .heat Eq. 1.1 yields
W0 s 0
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Collecting all the results together, we have that
u s k v q k n q u1 2 0
Ž .is the nonclassical reduction solution for the infinitesimals 2.8 .
3.2. The Singular Case
In the above we assumed that n and v were independent functions. The
singular case is given by A s 0, so that j satisfies Burgers' equation. In
this case, the invariant surface condition becomes, after absorbing u into0
u as above,
j u q u s 0.x t
We have without loss of generality that
hx
j s y , h s h .t x xh
Hence, noting that u s u , we have thatt x x




since the arbitrary function of integration can be set to unity.
4. NONCLASSICAL GROUP ANALYSIS OF
BURGERS' EQUATION
It is known that the nonclassical analysis for Burgers' equation
u y u q uu s 0 4.1Ž .t x x x
in the t s 1 case splits into three subcases, given by
j 2j q 1 j q 1 s 0.Ž . Ž .u u u
The remaining defining equations in the cases j s 0 and j s y1 areu u
Žeasily analyzed using differential algebra on the determining equations cf.
w x.for example 11 . However, the general expression for the nonclassical
infinitesimals in the case 2j q 1 s 0 is unknown, although some particu-u
lar examples have been written down. A summary of the known results is
w xgiven in 20 .
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Ž .Suppose u is a solution of 4.1 . The famous Hopf-Cole transformation
involves setting
zx
u s y2 . 4.2Ž .
z
One obtains, without loss of generality, that z satisfies the heat equation.
Unfortunately, the analysis of the previous section does not go over
verbatim. The main reason is that the invariant surface condition does not
Ž .remain a first order equation under the transformation 4.2 . In addition,
Ž .while the remaining defining equations resemble 1.7 , their analysis is
trickier.
4.1. The Case 2j q 1 s 0u
Ž .The defining equations for the nonclassical infinitesimals for 4.1 in the
case j s y1r2, t s 1 areu
1
j s y u q g x , t 4.3aŽ . Ž .
2
t s 1 4.3bŽ .
1 1
3 2f s y u q g x , t u q h x , t u q k x , t , 4.3cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
4 2
where
2h q g y g q2 gg s 0 4.4aŽ .x t x x x
k qh yh q2hg s 0 4.4bŽ .x t x x x
k yk q2kg s 0. 4.4cŽ .t x x x
Ž .Using the invariant surface condition 1.5 , in reverse, first note that if
Ž . Ž . Ž .u is any solution of 4.1 and if g, h satisfy 4.4a and 4.4b then0
1 1 1
3 2k s y u q g u q u q u y gu y hu 4.5Ž .0 0, x 0, t 0 0 0ž /2 4 2
Ž . Ž .is a solution of 4.4c . Similarly, if u is any solution of 4.1 and g, k1
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Ž . Ž .satisfy 4.4a and 4.4c then
1 1 1
3 2h s y u q g u q u q u y gu y k ru 4.6Ž .1 1, x 1, t 1 1 1ž /2 4 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfies 4.4b . Solving Eqs. 4.5 , 4.6 for h and k yields
F y F0 1
h s 4.7aŽ .
u y u0 1
u F y u F0 1 1 0
k s , 4.7bŽ .
u y u0 1
where
1 1 1
3 2F s y u q g u q u q u y gu . 4.8Ž .i i i , x i , t i iž /2 4 2
Ž .The Eq. 4.4a can be linearized in the same fashion as can the Eq.
Ž .1.7c . Reasoning as above, we obtain
Qx
g s y 4.9aŽ .
Q
Q y Qt x x
h s 4.9bŽ .
2Q
for some function Q.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Setting 4.9a and 4.9b into 4.7a yields a second order linear partial
differential equation for Q with coefficients in terms of u and u . The0 1
nonlinearities considerably simplify if we set
u s y2h rh , h s h , i s 1, 2i i , x i , t i , x x
which we can do without loss of generality, and we then obtain the
equation for Q in the form,
h h y h h Q y QŽ . Ž .0 1, x 1 0, x t x x
y 2 h h y h h Q q 2 h h y h h Q s 0. 4.10Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1, t 1 0, t x 0 1, x t 1 0, x t
Ž .Reasoning as in Section 2 see also Section 4.2 , we take the ansatz
Q s h h x y xh q h xh y h x q x h h y h h ,Ž . Ž . Ž .0, t 1 x 1, x 1, t 0, x 0 x t 0 1, x 1 0, x
4.11Ž .
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Ž .where the h are known functions and we seek x . Now, if we set 4.11 intoi
Ž .4.10 , and further write
W s x y x , 4.12Ž .t x x
the equation for x becomes
h h y h h h h y h h WŽ . Ž .0 1, x 1 0, x 0 1, t 1 0, t x
2 2y h h y h h W y 2 h h y h hŽ . Ž .ž0 1, x 1 0, x t 0 1, t 1 0, t
y h h y h h 2h h y 2h h q h h y h h W s 0.Ž . Ž . /0 1, x 1 0, x 0 1, x t 1 0, x t 0, x 1, t 0, t 1, x
4.13Ž .
This equation is first order and linear in W, and can be solved by the
method of characteristics to yield
2h h1 1
W s h A ,0 ž / ž /h h0 0x
where A is an arbitrary function of its argument. Now the equation
2h h1 1
x y x s h At x x 0 ž / ž /h h0 0x
has for its solution
h1
x s h q h B ,2 0 ž /h0
where h satisfies h s h and the function B is determined by A,2 2, t 2, x x
Ž . Ž .which was arbitrary. But since substituting x s h B h rh into 4.110 1 0
yields zero, we may without loss of generality assume that x y x s 0.t x x
Ž .Collecting all the results together, we have the general solution to 4.4
in terms of three arbitrary solutions h , i s 1, 2, 3 of the heat equation,i
namely
g s yQ rQ 4.14aŽ .x
g h h y h h q h h y h hŽ .0 1, t 1 0, t 0 1, x t 1 0, x t
h s 4.14bŽ .
h h y h h0 1, x 1 0, x
g h h y h h q h h y h hŽ .0, x 1, t 1, x 0, t 0, x 1, x t 1, x 0, x t
k s 4.14cŽ .
h h y h h0 1, x 1 0, x
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where
Q s h h h y h hŽ .0, t 1 2, x 2 1, x
q h h h y h h q h h h y h h 4.15Ž . Ž . Ž .1, t 2 0, x 0 2, x 2, t 0 1, x 1 0, x
4.2. The Nonclassical Group Action for Burgers' Equation, 2j q 1 s 0u
It is not clear how to solve the characteristic system for the invariant
surface condition, or equivalently obtain the nonclassical group action,
directly, using the infinitesimals above. We resort to the following strategy.
Set
zx
u s y2 , z s zt x xz
Ž . Ž .into 1.5 , with g and h as in 4.9 , and with k s F y u h. The result is no0 0
longer first order in z , but the nonlinearities do cancel. Indeed, we obtain
Ž .Eq. 4.10 but with h replaced by z , namely,1
h z y zh Q y QŽ . Ž .0 x 0, x t x x
y 2 h z y zh Q q 2 h z y zh Q s 0. 4.16Ž . Ž . Ž .0 t 0, t x 0 x t 0, x t
Ž . Ž .Eliminating Q y Q from 4.10 , 4.16 and integrating the resulting firstt x x
order equation for Q yields
Q s h zh y h z q z h h y h h q h h z y zh ,Ž . Ž . Ž .0, t 2, x 2 x t 2 0, x 0 2, x 2, t 0 x 0, x
4.17Ž .
Ž .which is 4.11 but with x replaced by z . Indeed, this is how the ansatz
Ž .4.11 was obtained. We have, from similar considerations as appear above,
that the function of integration must be unity.
Ž . Ž .Combining 4.17 with 4.15 , we see we have a first order quasilinear
partial differential equation for z , with characteristic system
x s h h y h h 4.18aŽ .Ç 0, t 1 1, t 0
Çt s h h y h h 4.18bŽ .1, x 0 0, x 1
Çz s h h y h h z q h h h y h hŽ . Ž .0, t 1, x 1, t 0, x 0, t 1 2, x 2 1, x
q h h h y h h q h h h y h h 4.18cŽ . Ž . Ž .1, t 2 0, x 0 2, x 2, t 0 1, x 1 0, x
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It can be verified directly that
h s h h y h h h 4.19aŽ . Ž .Ç0 0, t 1, x 1, t 0, x 0
h s h h y h h h 4.19bŽ . Ž .Ç1 0, t 1, x 1, t 0, x 1
Çz y h s h h y h h z y h 4.19cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ç2 0, t 1, x 1, t 0, x 2
The invariants are seen to be
h z y h1 2
, ,
h h0 0
and thus, we have the reduction solution
z s h w z q h , z s h rh .Ž .0 2 1 0
Setting this into z s z yieldst x x
w0 s 0
and thus,
z s k h q k h q h .1 0 2 1 2
Finally, we have shown that
z k h q k h q hx 1 0, x 2 1, x 2, x
u s y2 s y2
z k h q k h q h1 0 2 1 2
Ž .is the solution to 4.1 invariant under the nonclassical group action given
Ž . Ž .by the infinitesimals 4.3 , 4.14 .
5. CONCLUSION
The results shown in this article illustrate how the nonclassical method
captures superposition of solutions. Previous examples have shown super-
Ž w x.position of solutions of lower order equations cf. 9, 10 , as well as
Ž w x.Backlund transformations cf. 16, 17 .È
Ž .The determining Eqs. 1.7 were found using the method of exterior
w x Ž .calculus in 14 . The form of the solutions 2.8, 4.14 indicates that there
will be a straightforward geometric method of generating the solutions to
such determining equations for this and other examples.
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